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proprietary software to allow our translators to work.
Title. Find a job today! Choose your job type, location

and language. 2019/9/8 · The7 - Multi-Purpose Website
Building Toolkit for WordPress If you're looking for a

WordPress Theme that's easy to use, fluid and fast to
load, here's one you should consider The7. One of the
simplest yet feature packed WordPress themes, The7

is a multi-purpose WordPress theme designed.Q:
Extracting all Word Locations from File I am using

Python 3.3. I have a string and I want to extract all the
file locations of the words inside that string. Here's an
example: >>> my_string = 'I have a string. This is a

test string' >>> my_string.split('.') ['I', 'have',
'a','string', 'This', 'is', 'a', 'test','string'] How can I get a
list (or maybe a set) of the file locations? Note: I do not
want to match the words in that string. I just want the
file locations of the words. A: Maybe you want to use

something like this: import re def
get_word_locations(string): words = re.split("[.?!]",

string.strip()) for word in words: print(word) if
'document' in word: continue elif 'word' in word:
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